Schools candidates may seek admission to:

We don’t run any school of our own. Below are mentioned the schools which we allow our students get admitted to...

1. **Belgharia Jatindas Vidya Mandir (Boys’)**
   Address: Jatindas Nagar,
   Belgharia, Kolkata,
   West Bengal 700056
   **Phone:** 033 2541 3258

2. **Belgharia High School**
   Address: 7 Umesh Mukherjee Road
   Belgharia, Kolkata – 700056
   **Phone:** 033 2564 7431

3. **Nimta High School**
   Address: M B Road, Nimta,
   Kolkata – 700049,
   Near Nimta 201 Bus Stand
   **Phone:** 033 2539 5600

4. **Ramakrishna Mission Boys’ Home High school (H.S), Rahara (Only for Arts)**
   Address: Rahara
   Kolkata – 700118
   **Phone:** +91 33 25236969